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DETAILED (REIKI) HEALING CRISIS  

 
Reiki holistically heals a person on all levels, mental, emotional, physical, spiritual. This healing 
involves smooth energy flow, removal of blockages and releases any sort of mental or emotional 
imbalances in the body. The levels of healing will depend on each persons state of body & belief of 
one being able to heal oneself naturally.  

The experience of every individual for Reiki treatment is different and so is its reaction on every 
person. The healing isn’t always felt straight away & only an individual can identify the changes 
that start within the self improvements. Remember that Reiki is the  catalyst to getting all the cogs 
of the chakras working at the right speeds again.  

EACH HEALING CRISIS USUALLY ENDS IN FEELINGS OF WELL-BEING AND BETTER VITALITY. 

The reactions involved will help you to start functioning & feeling better, perhaps gain clarity of 
ones life and situation. The healing crisis also helps to get rid of toxins from the body, which will 
come out gradually as it eliminates blockages… so they may be felt over the next few days of a 
session.  

SYMPTOMS OF HEALING CRISIS 

▪ Sensation of fatigue or restlessness 
▪ Unusual body odor, sweating and discharge from skin 
▪ Frequent urination, constipation or loose motions 
▪ Feeling of numbness 
▪ Pain in any body part(s) 
▪ Emotions coming up & restlessness 
▪ Vivid dreams 
▪ Flu like symptoms.  
▪ Sore throat or cough 
▪ Headaches 
▪ Joint or muscle discomfort.  
▪  
HEALING CRISIS 

The healing crisis may occur for a few hours to a few days. The symptoms might depend on your 
present condition or the past. If your body has many blockages, it will require stronger release and 
show different discharge reactions. It is possible to have several healing crisis over 21 days from 
your first Reiki session, which is the catalyst to clearing you and coming back into balance.  

The elimination process may bring up previous memories, feelings momentarily to then be able to 
leave of from your system. The Healing Crisis can bring accumulation of better healthy ideals & 
improve the body as you may suddenly feel the urge to look after yourself better such as a change 
in your lifestyle, diet, nature, detoxification, leave addictions, adopting meditation techniques or 
new exercising or yoga schedule. There is actually feeling of well-being and balance as you 
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become aware of what no longer serves you.  

WHEN CAN BE HEALING CRISIS OBSERVED? 

Healing crisis can develop within a few days to a week or even up to 3 months or longer.  Young 
people might get crisis quickly than older people. There can be single or multiple healing crises 
observed. There is deeper shift of healing process, which shows the discharge of healing crisis 
symptoms.  

I usually tell people that after a treatment or attunement that they will feel rejuvenated and glowing, 
a feeling of peace and serenity will fill their body and mind; however sometimes after a few hours 
or even a few days they may feel fatigued or flu-like. This is a natural progression.  
 
SO WHAT IS HAPPENING? 
 
As your 7 main chakras re-align & balance as they begin to eliminate toxins that have built up. 
These can be any and every type of toxin...enviromental, medicinal, emotional, stress, energy 
vampires, past trauma or hurt, anxiety.  
 
In chronic cases you may experience a temporary worsening of all symptoms and wonder if the 
treatment was successful.  
 
HOW CAN YOU LESSEN THE SEVERITY OF A HEALING CRISIS? 
 

• Expect that it will come and prepare for it.  
• Drink at least 8 glasses of water (8oz) within 2 hours of receiving the treatment to help flush 

the body quickly & as much as you can in the following 21 days.  
• Plan a day of rest as soon as you can after Reiki sessions.  
• Your body will tell you what you need...so listen to it.  
• Sleeping is way for your body, mind and soul to rejuvenate itself so if you are feeling tired, 

go to bed earlier.  
• Be good to yourself and give yourself time to heal even if it means cancelling plans with 

others.  
• Take salt baths, rock, Himalayan or Epsom salts will help draw any toxins out of your body 
• Say NO to alcohol, sugars or recreational drugs – the effects of these stimulants will only 

be enhanced and will also undo some of the work that has been done.  
• Take a creative class or join a meditation group to help 
• Take gentle walks in nature 

 
Mentally help yourself recover. You know what your intention was for the healing, so go to your 
‘happy’ place and envision a successful healing taking place in your body, mind, life.  
 
Imagine the negative influences (toxins) leaving your body. Imagine the negative emotions (anger, 
fear, hate) that have been holding back your progress leaving you.   
 
With more severe symptoms, your body is trying to get your attention. A time of rest and reflection 
is required, and if making you have a big case of the flu is the only way to get you to stop and listen 
then that is how your body is going to get your attention. 
 
I cannot stress enough that a Healing Crisis is a good thing. The desired change is occurring so 
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don't be alarmed. Relax. Let yourself heal – feel all that you have asked for with your healing 
intention come and move away from you. The more empowered your attention to heal and change 
your life, the larger the healing crisis can be. 
 
In most cases, the discomfort will pass in a day or two, sometimes a week, depending on how 
deeply the cleansing goes and depending on if you recognize what is happening as a Healing 
Crisis.  
 
That is very important in our "take a pill society" because taking that Aspirin, Pepto-Bismol, or 
antibiotics is not the answer you are looking for and in most cases will delay the actual healing or 
prolong the crisis because now, not only is your body trying to work the healing of the original 
intention, but now it is also having to rid your body of all the "extra" toxins you keep adding to 
alleviate the symptoms but if you really need them, you must do what you will or via the advice 
from your GP.  
 
A follow up session of Reiki should also help, so call your Reiki practitioner as soon as you realize 
that you are having a healing crisis as the next Reiki session should help move the current 
symptoms and elevate to the next context of self healing should you need to be cleared on a 
deeper level.  
 
The most important thing is to realize that you are healing, you are getting your desired answers, 
you are in control and being empowered by your own intention to self-heal.  

 


